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About This Game
Holt Allaway is a skilled engineer, specialising in the construction and programming
of robots. When the government approached him to sign up for a military
programme to create battle machines, Holt declined, not wishing to create weapons
of war. He expected this wouldn’t go down well, and he was right. Shortly after, the
officials fabricated a story that he was conspiring with underground movements
against the government and convicted him of a crime he did not commit.
Upon being arrested, Holt is taken to a temporary holding facility where all arrested criminals are brought for an interrogation,
as well as a verdict that decides their fate. Some are executed, and their organs are harvested and sold. The others are taken to
high-security prisons and used as labourers or test subjects.
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Shortly after an interrogation, the holding facility is attacked by corrupted machines, and chaos ensues. A scout bot that’s
remotely controlled by a mysterious individual calling himself Cai sets Holt free and instructs him to escape. Holt joins forces
with a smart scientist Chloe and an assassin Lorelei, both of whom were also imprisoned. Following Cai’s lead, they flee the
facility.
However, their ordeal has only started. With no allies, few resources, and government police on their heels, they must find any
means to survive and escape this condemned city - a City of Chains.

GENERAL FEATURES:
A dark sci-fi set in a large, dystopian city.
4 leading protagonists, each with their own skillset.
No levelling up or experience points. Acquire skill points by making progress and use these to learn new skills and
passive bonuses for each character.
Enemies can be approached with direct combat, taken out with a grenade, or bypassed altogether.
Non-linear and semi-linear locations. Use hacking, lockpicking, charisma, and wall smashing to find alternate routes to
your goals.
Choice and consequence – your decisions will have impact on the world around you.
Grenade crafting and Medicine making. Use ingredients to create various grenades and medicinal pills.
Watch morale of your teammates! Morale makes your allies more efficient in battle and out of battle.
3 difficulty modes – Casual, Hardy, and Dystopia.
If you want to support this game and all my other past and future games further, please check out my patreon page below!
https://www.patreon.com/matthewashworth
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Title: City of Chains
Genre: Adventure, Indie, RPG, Strategy
Developer:
Astronomic Games
Publisher:
New Reality Games
Release Date: 8 Dec, 2015
b4d347fde0

English
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If one can get past the rudimentary graphics and somewhat clunky user interface, this is actually a very entertaining science
fiction RPG.
The setting and the plot are interesting enough. Dialogues are very compact and succinct, but that fits the mood of the game.
Levels, items, and character progression are all well thought out. There are several key decisions to be made along the way., and
they actually matter. Thanks to this, the game also has a good replayability value, in addition to its length of 6-8 hours for the
first play-through. To top it off, nusics are good and suit the game perfectly.
Unembellished and low-budget it may be, but I really enjoyed playing this. That's more than I can say for some multi-million
dollar sci-fi RPGs (Fallout 4 as a prime example).
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